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Abstract
The LCP array is an important tool in stringology, allowing to speed up pattern matching algorithms
and enabling compact representations of the suffix tree. Recently, Conte et al. [DCC 2023] and
Cotumaccio et al. [SPIRE 2023] extended the definition of this array to Wheeler DFAs and,
ultimately, to arbitrary labeled graphs, proving that it can be used to efficiently solve matching
statistics queries on the graph’s paths. In this paper, we provide the first efficient algorithm building
the LCP array of a directed labeled graph with n nodes and m edges labeled over an alphabet of size
σ. The first step is to transform the input graph G into a deterministic Wheeler pseudoforest Gis

with O(n) edges encoding the lexicographically- smallest and largest strings entering in each node of
the original graph. Using state-of-the-art algorithms, this step runs in O(min{m log n, m + n2}) time
on arbitrary labeled graphs, and in O(m) time on Wheeler DFAs. The LCP array of G stores the
longest common prefixes between those strings, i.e. it can easily be derived from the LCP array of
Gis. After arguing that the natural generalization of a compact-space LCP-construction algorithm
by Beller et al. [J. Discrete Algorithms 2013] runs in time Ω(nσ) on pseudoforests, we present a
new algorithm based on dynamic range stabbing building the LCP array of Gis in O(n log σ) time
and O(n log σ) bits of working space. Combined with our reduction, we obtain the first efficient
algorithm to build the LCP array of an arbitrary labeled graph. An implementation of our algorithm
is publicly available at https://github.com/regindex/Labeled-Graph-LCP.
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1:2 Computing the LCP Array of a Labeled Graph
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1 Introduction

The LCP array of a string – storing the lengths of the longest common prefixes of lexicographic-
adjacent string suffixes – is a data structure introduced by Manber and Myers in [23] that
proved very useful in tasks such as speeding up pattern matching queries with suffix arrays [23]
and representing more compactly the suffix tree [1]. As a more recent application of this array,
Boucher et al. augmented the BOSS representation of a de Bruijn graph with a generalization
of the LCP array that supports the navigation of the underlying variable-order de Bruijn
graph [7]. Recently, Conte et al. [9] and Cotumaccio [14] extended this structure to Wheeler
DFAs [19] – deterministic edge-labeled graphs admitting a total order of their nodes being
compatible with the co-lexicographic order of the strings labeling source-to-node paths – and,
ultimately, arbitrary edge-labeled graphs. The main idea when generalizing the LCP array to
a labeled graph, is to collect the lexicographic smallest infu and largest supu string entering
each node u (following edges backwards, starting from u), sorting them lexicographically, and
computing the lengths of the longest common prefixes between lexicographically-adjacent
strings in this sorted list [9]. As shown by Conte et al. [9] and Cotumaccio et al. [14, 16],
such a data structure can be used to efficiently find Maximal Exact Matches (MEMs) on the
graph’s paths and to speed up the navigation of variable-order de Bruijn graphs.

Importantly, [9,14,16] did not discuss efficient algorithms for building the LCP array of a
labeled graph. The goal of our paper is to design such algorithms.

Overview of our contributions

Let G be a directed labeled graph with n nodes and m edges labeled over an alphabet of
cardinality σ. After introducing the main definitions and notation in Section 2, in Section 3 we
describe our main three-steps pipeline for computing the LCP array of G: (1) Pre-processing.
Using the algorithms described in [2,5, 12] we transform G into a particular deterministic
Wheeler pseudoforest Gis of size O(n), that is, a deterministic Wheeler graph [19] whose
nodes have in-degree equal to 1. Graph Gis compactly encodes the lexicographically- smallest
and largest strings infu and supu (Definition 4) leaving backwards (i.e. following reversed
edges) every node u of G, by means of the unique path entering the node. Using state-
of-the-art algorithms, this step runs in O(m) time and O(m) words of space if G is a
Wheeler semi-DFA [2], and in O(min{m + n2, m log n}) time and O(m) words of space on
arbitrary deterministic graphs [5,12]. (2) LCP computation: we describe a new compact-space
algorithm computing the LCP array of Gis (see below for more details); (3) Post-processing:
we turn the LCP array of Gis into the LCP array of the original graph G, in O(m) time and
O(m) words of space.

As far as step (2) is concerned, we turn our attention to the algorithm of Beller et al. [6],
working on strings in O(n log σ) time and O(n log σ) bits of working space on top of the
LCP array (which can be streamed to the output in the form of pairs (i, LCP [i]) sorted
by their second component). The idea of this algorithm is to keep a queue of suffix array
intervals, initially filled with the interval [1, n]. After extracting from the queue an interval
[i, j] corresponding to all suffixes prefixed by some string α, the algorithm retrieves all distinct
characters c1, . . . , ck in the Burrows-Wheeler transform [8] interval BWT [i, j] and, by means
of backward searching [18], retrieves the intervals of strings c1 · α, . . . , ck · α, writing an LCP
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entry at the beginning of each of those intervals (unless that LCP entry was not already
filled, in which case the procedure does not recurse on the corresponding interval). Recently,
Alanko et al. [3] generalized this algorithm to the BWT of the infimum sub-graph of a de
Bruijn graph (also known as the SBWT [4]). In Section 4 we first show a pseudoforest on
which the natural generalization of Beller et al.’s algorithm [6] performs Ω(nσ) steps of
forward search; this implies that, as a function of σ, this algorithm is exponentially slower on
graphs than it is on strings. Motivated by this fact, we revisit the algorithm. For simplicity,
in this paragraph, we sketch the algorithm on strings; see Section 4 for the generalization to
graphs. Rather than working with a queue of suffix array intervals, we maintain a queue of
LCP indexes i ∈ [1, n]. We furthermore keep a dynamic range-stabbing data structure on
all the open intervals (l, r] such that BWT [l] = BWT [r] = c for some character c, and no
other occurrence of c appears in BWT [l, r]. When processing position i with LCP [i] = ℓ,
we remove the intervals (l, r] stabbed by i, and use them to derive new LCP entries of value
ℓ + 1 (and new positions to be inserted in the queue) by backward-stepping from BWT [l]
and BWT [r]. On deterministic Wheeler pseudoforests, our algorithm runs in O(n log σ) time
and uses O(n log σ) bits of working space (the LCP array can be streamed to output as in
the case of Beller et al. [6]).

Putting everything together (preprocessing, LCP of Gis, and post-processing), we prove
(see Section 2 for all definitions):

▶ Theorem 1. Given a labeled graph G with n nodes and m edges labeled over alphabet
[σ], with σ ≤ mO(1), we can compute the LCP array of G in O(m) words of space and
O(n log σ + min{m log n, m + n2}) time. If G is a Wheeler semi-DFA, the running time
reduces to O(n log σ + m).

If the input graph G is a Wheeler pseudoforest with all strings infu being distinct,
represented compactly as an FM-index of a Wheeler graph [19], we can do even better: our
algorithm terminates in O(n log σ) time while using just O(n log σ) bits of working space
(Lemma 15).

We implemented our algorithm computing the LCP array of Gis (Algorithm 1) and made
it publicly available at https://github.com/regindex/Labeled-Graph-LCP.

Due to space constraints, some proofs can be found in the full version of the paper.

2 Preliminaries

We work with directed edge-labeled graphs G = (V, E) on a fixed ordered alphabet Σ = [σ] =
{1, . . . , σ}, where E ⊆ V × V × Σ and, without loss of generality, V = [n] for some integer
n > 0. Symbol n = |V | denotes therefore the number of nodes of G. With m = |E| we denote
the number of edges of G. Without loss of generality, we assume that there are no nodes
with both in-degree and out-degree equal to zero (such nodes can easily be treated separately
in the problem we consider in this paper). In particular, this implies that n ∈ O(m). We
require that the alphabet’s size is polynomial in the input’s size: σ ≤ mO(1). Notation inu

and outu, for u ∈ V , indicates the in-degree and out-degree of u, respectively. We say that
G is deterministic if (u, v′, a), (u, v′′, b) ∈ E ⇒ a ̸= b whenever v′ ̸= v′′. We say that any
node u ∈ V with inu = 0 is a source, that G is a semi-DFA if G is deterministic, has exactly
one source, and all nodes are reachable from the source, and that G is a pseudoforest if
and only if inu = 1 for all u ∈ V . If G = (V, E) is a pseudoforest, λ(u) ∈ Σ, for u ∈ V ,
denotes the character labeling the unique edge entering v. We say that two labeled graphs
G = (V, E), G′ = (V ′, E′) on the same alphabet Σ are isomorphic if and only if there exists
a bijection ϕ : V → V ′ preserving edges and labels: for every u, v ∈ V, u′, v′ ∈ V ′, a ∈ Σ,
(u, v, a) ∈ E if and only if (ϕ(u), ϕ(v), a) ∈ E′.

CPM 2024
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If α = c1c2 · · · cn ∈ Σ∗ is a finite string, the notation ←−α = cncn−1 · · · c1 indicates α

reversed. The notation Σω indicates the set of omega strings, that is, right-infinite strings of
the form c1c2c3 . . . , with ci ∈ Σ for all i ∈ N>0. As usual, Σ∗ and Σ+ denote the sets of finite
(possibly empty) strings and the set of nonempty finite strings from Σ, respectively. For
α = c1c2 · · · ∈ Σω∪Σ∗, α[i . . . ] indicates the suffix cici+1 . . . of α. If α, β ∈ Σω∪Σ∗, we write
α ≺ β to indicate that α is lexicographically smaller than β (similarly for ⪯: lexicographically
smaller than or equal to). Symbol ϵ denotes the empty string, and it holds ϵ ≺ α for all
α, β ∈ Σω ∪Σ+. Given a set S ⊆ Σω ∪Σ∗ and a string α ∈ Σω ∪Σ∗, notation S ≺ α indicates
(∀β ∈ S)(β ≺ α) (similarly for α ≺ S, S ⪯ α, and α ⪯ S).

If G = (V, E) is deterministic, given u ∈ V we denote with OUTL(u) the sorted string of
characters labeling outgoing edges from u: OUTL(u) = c1 . . . ck if and only if (∀j ∈ [k])(∃v ∈
V )

(
(u, v, cj) ∈ E

)
, with c1 ≺ c2 · · · ≺ ck. We write c ∈ OUTL(u), with c ∈ Σ, as a shorthand

for c ∈ {OUTL(u)[1], . . . , OUTL(u)[k]}. Since we assume that G is deterministic when we
use this notation, it holds outu = |OUTL(u)|.

Wheeler graphs were introduced by Gagie et al. [19]:

▶ Definition 2. Let G = (V, E) be an edge-labeled graph, and let < be a strict total order on
V . For every u, v ∈ V , let u ≤ v indicate u < v ∨ u = v. We say that < is a Wheeler order
for G if and only if:
1. (Axiom 1) For every u, v ∈ V , if inu = 0 and inv > 0 then u < v.
2. (Axiom 2) For every (u′, u, a), (v′, v, b) ∈ E, if u < v, then a ⪯ b.
3. (Axiom 3) For every (u′, u, a), (v′, v, a) ∈ E, if u < v, then u′ ≤ v′.
A graph G = (V, E) is Wheeler if it admits at least one Wheeler order.

Let u, v ∈ V , α ∈ Σ+, and c ∈ Σ. We write u
α
⇝ v to indicate that there exists a path

from u to v labeled with string α (that is, we can go from u to v by following edges whose
labels, when concatenated, yield α), and write u

c→ v as an abbreviation for (u, v, c) ∈ E.
We use the symbol Iu to denote the set of strings obtained starting from node u and

following edges backwards. This process either stops at a node with in-degree 0 (thereby
producing a finite string), or continues indefinitely (thereby producing an omega-string).
Notice that this notation differs from [2], where edges are followed forwards; we use this
slight variation since, as seen below, it is a more natural way to define the LCP array of a
graph. More formally:

▶ Definition 3. Let G = (V, E) be a labeled graph. For u ∈ V , Iω
u ⊆ Σω denotes the set of

omega-strings leaving backwards node u:

Iω
u = {c1c2 . . . ∈ Σω : (∃v1, v2, · · · ∈ V )(v1

c1→ u ∧ (∀i ≥ 2)(vi
ci→ vi−1))}.

The symbol Iu ⊆ Σω ∪ Σ∗ denotes instead the set of all strings leaving backwards u:

Iu = Iω
u ∪ {←−α ∈ Σ+ : (∃v ∈ V )(inv = 0 ∧ v

α
⇝ u)};

If inu = 0, we define Iu = {ϵ}.

▶ Definition 4 (Infimum and supremum strings [22]). Let G = (V, E) and u ∈ V . The infimum
string infG

u = inf Iu and the supremum string supG
u = sup Iu relative to G are defined as:

infG
u = γ ∈ Σ∗ ∪ Σω s.t. (∀β ∈ Σ∗ ∪ Σω)(β ⪯ Iu → β ⪯ γ ⪯ Iu)

supG
u = γ ∈ Σ∗ ∪ Σω s.t. (∀β ∈ Σ∗ ∪ Σω)(Iu ⪯ β → Iu ⪯ γ ⪯ β)

When G will be clear from the context, we will drop the superscript and simply write infu

and supu.
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Cotumaccio [14] defines the LCP of a labeled graph as follows:

▶ Definition 5. Let G = (V, E) be a labeled graph. Let γ1 ⪯ γ2 ⪯ · · · ⪯ γ2n be the
lexicographically-sorted strings infu and supu, for all u ∈ V . The LCP array LCPG[2, 2n]
of G is defined as LCPG[i] = lcp(γi−1, γi), where lcp(γi−1, γi) is the length of the longest
common prefix between γi−1 and γi.

In the above definition, observe that LCPG[i] =∞ if and only if γi−1 = γi and γi−1, γi ∈
Σω. We are interested in this definition since, as shown in [14], it allows computing matching
statistics on arbitrary labeled graphs.

If G = (V, E) is a pseudoforest, then Iu is a singleton for every u ∈ V and the above
definition can be simplified since infu = supu for every u ∈ V . In this paper we will consider
the particular case of pseudoforests for which all the infu(= supu) are distinct. In this
particular case, we define the reduced LCP array as follows:

▶ Definition 6. Let G = (V, E) be a labeled pseudoforest such that infu ̸= infv for all
u ̸= v ∈ V . Let γ∗

1 ≺ γ∗
2 ≺ · · · ≺ γ∗

n be the lexicographically-sorted strings infu, for all u ∈ V .
The reduced LCP array LCP∗

G = LCP∗
G[2, n] of G is defined as LCP∗

G[i] = lcp(γ∗
i−1, γ∗

i ).

Since pseudoforests will play an important role in our algorithms, we proceed by proving
a useful property of the reduced LCP array of a pseudoforest.

▶ Lemma 7. Let G = (V, E) be a labeled pseudoforest such that infu ̸= infv for all u ≠ v ∈ V .
Let 1 ≤ k <∞ be such that LCP∗

G[i] = k for some 2 ≤ i ≤ n. Then, there exists 2 ≤ i′ ≤ n

such that LCP∗
G[i′] = k − 1.

Proof. Let γ∗
1 ≺ γ∗

2 ≺ · · · ≺ γ∗
n be the lexicographically-sorted strings infu, for all u ∈ V .

For all i ∈ [n] let 1 ≤ p(i) ≤ n be the unique integer such that γ∗
p(i) = γ∗

i [2 . . . ]. Such
integer always exists and it is unique, since the γ∗

j ’s are all the strings leaving each node of
G (following edges backwards).

Since 1 ≤ k < ∞, then γ∗
i−1[1] = γ∗

i [1] and γ∗
p(i−1) = γ∗

i−1[2 . . . ] ≺ γ∗
i [2 . . . ] = γ∗

p(i),
which implies p(i − 1) < p(i). As a consequence, k = LCP∗

G[i] = lcp(γ∗
i−1, γ∗

i ) = 1 +
lcp(γ∗

p(i−1), γ∗
p(i)) = 1 + minp(i−1)+1≤t≤p(i) lcp(γ∗

t−1, γ∗
t ) = 1 + minp(i−1)+1≤t≤p(i) LCP∗

G[t],
so there exists p(i − 1) + 1 ≤ i′ ≤ p(i) such that k = 1 + LCP∗

G[i′], or equivalently,
LCP∗

G[i′] = k − 1. ◀

3 The pipeline: computing LCPG from G

As mentioned in Section 1, we reduce the computation of LCPG to three steps: (1) a pre-
processing phase building a Wheeler pseudoforest Gis, (2) the computation of the reduced
LCP array of Gis, and (3) a post-processing phase yielding LCPG. Steps (1) and (3) mainly
use existing results from the literature and we illustrate them in this section. Our main
contribution is step (2) for which in Section 4 we describe a new algorithm.

3.1 Pre-processing
Let G = (V, E) be the input graph. As the first step of our pre-processing phase, we augment
Σ← Σ ∪ {#} with a new symbol #(= 0) lexicographically-smaller than all symbols in the
original alphabet {1, . . . , σ}, and add a self-loop u

#→ u to all nodes u ∈ V such that inu = 0.
This will simplify our subsequent steps as now all strings leaving (backwards) any node
belong to Σω; from now on, we will therefore work with graphs with no sources.

CPM 2024
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Consider the set IS = {infu, supu : u ∈ V }, and let N = |IS| ≤ 2n. Note that N could
be strictly smaller than 2n since some nodes may share the same infimum/supremum string.
Moreover, by the definition of infima and suprema strings, for each α ∈ IS it holds that
α[2 . . . ] ∈ IS: this is true because, if α is the infimum of Iu, then u has a predecessor v such
that (i) v

α[1]→ u and (ii) α[2 . . . ] is the infimum of Iv (the same holds for suprema strings).
Let us give the following definition.

▶ Definition 8. Given G = (V, E) with no sources, let IS = {infu, supu : u ∈ V }. We denote
with G′

is = (IS, E′
is) the labeled graph with edge set E′

is = {(α[2 . . . ], α, α[1]) : α ∈ IS}.

Observe that (i) each node α ∈ IS of G′
is has exactly one incoming edge, and (ii) G′

is

is deterministic since α
a→ β and α

a→ β′ imply β = a · α = β′. In other words, G′
is is a

deterministic pseudo-forest. In addition, infu ̸= infv for every u ̸= v ∈ IS. Let us prove that
G′

is is a Wheeler graph.

▶ Lemma 9. The lexicographic order ≺ on the nodes of G′
is is a Wheeler order.

Proof. We prove that ≺ satisfies the three axioms of Definition 2.
(Axiom 1). This axiom holds trivially, since G′

is has no nodes with in-degree 0.
(Axiom 2). Let (α′, α, α[1]), (β′, β, β[1]) ∈ E′

is, with α ≺ β. Then, by definition of the
lexicographic order ≺, it holds α[1] ⪯ β[1].

(Axiom 3). Let (α[2 . . . ], α, a), (β[2 . . . ], β, a) ∈ E′
is, with a = α[1] = β[1] and α ≺ β. Then,

by the definition of ≺ it holds α[2 . . . ] ≺ β[2 . . . ]. ◀

Importantly, we remark that our subsequent algorithms will only require the topology
and edge labels of G′

is to work correctly. In other words, any graph isomorphic to G′
is will

work, and it will not be needed to compute explicitly the set IS (an impractical task, since
IS contains omega-strings). Figure 1 shows an example of labeled graph G (with sources)
pre-processed to remove sources and converted to such a graph isomorphic to G′

is. We can
compute such a graph using recent results in the literature:

▶ Theorem 10. Let G = (V, E) be a labeled graph with no sources and alphabet of size
σ ≤ mO(1). Let moreover Vi = {ui : u ∈ V } and Vs = {us : u ∈ V } be two duplicates
of V . Then, we can compute a graph Gis = ([N ], Eis) being isomorphic to G′

is = (IS, E′
is)

(Definition 8), together with a function map : Vi ∪ Vs → [N ] such that:
1. for every u ∈ V , infG

u = infGis

map(ui) and supG
u = supGis

map(us), and
2. the total order < on the integers coincides with the Wheeler order of Gis. In particular,

for all i, j ∈ [N ], i < j if and only if infGis
i = supGis

i ≺ infGis
j = supGis

j .
Function map is returned as an array of 2n = 2|V | words, so that it can be evaluated in
constant time. Gis and map can be computed from G in O(m+n2) time [12] or in O(m log n)
time [5]. If G is a Wheeler semi-DFA, the running time reduces to O(m) [2]. All these
algorithms use O(m) words of working space.

In the full version of the paper we discuss how Theorem 10 can be obtained using the
results in [2, 5, 12] (which were originally delivered for a different purpose: computing the
maximum co-lex order [11, 13, 15, 17]). Figure 1 shows an example of Gis (right) for a
particular labeled graph G (left). Table 1 (right) shows the nodes [N ] of such a graph Gis,
together with the strings entering in each node, sorted lexicographically, and their longest
common prefix array LCP∗

Gis
. In Table 1 (left) we sort the duplicated nodes (Vi ∪ Vs) of G

by their infima (Vi) and suprema (Vs) strings, and show the mapping map : Vi ∪ Vs → [N ] in
the second and third columns.
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Figure 1 Left: a labeled graph G. Right: a graph Gis isomorphic to G′
is (Definition 8) satisfying

Theorem 10. Note that in Gis the node numbering coincides with the Wheeler order.

Table 1 Left: lexicographically-sorted infima and suprema strings γj of graph G = (V, E) of
Figure 1, along with the nodes of V they reach (subscripted using the duplicates Vi and Vs of V to
show whether the string is an infimum or a supremum), and array LCPG. The second ([N ]) and
third (Vi ∪ Vs) columns of the table show the mapping map : Vi ∪ Vs → [N ]. Right: The sorted
infima (equivalently, suprema) γ∗

j of graph Gis of Figure 1, and the array LCP∗
Gis

.

j [N ] Vi ∪ Vs γj LCPG j [N ] Vi ∪ Vs γj LCPG [N ] γ∗
j LCP∗

Gis

1 1 10i ε - 17 7 12i C 0 1 #####... -
2 1 10s ε 0 18 7 12s C 1 2 A####... 0
3 1 11i ε 0 19 8 13i CC 1 3 ATA##... 1
4 1 11s ε 0 20 8 13s CC 2 4 ATATA... 3
5 1 5i ε 0 21 9 7s CTC 1 5 ATCC#... 2
6 1 5s ε 0 22 10 8i TA 0 6 ATTTT... 2
7 2 6i A 0 23 11 1i TATAT... 2 7 C####... 0
8 2 7i A 1 24 11 1s TATAT... ∞ 8 CC###... 1
9 3 9i ATA 1 25 11 3i TATAT... ∞ 9 CTC##... 1
10 4 2i ATATA... 3 26 11 3s TATAT... ∞ 10 TA###... 0
11 4 2s ATATA... ∞ 27 12 6s TC 1 11 TATAT... 2
12 4 4i ATATA... ∞ 28 13 14i TCC 2 12 TC###... 1
13 4 4s ATATA... ∞ 29 13 16i TCC 3 13 TCC##... 2
14 5 15i ATCC 2 30 13 16s TCC 3 14 TCTC#... 2
15 6 15s ATTTT... 2 31 14 8s TCTC 2 15 TTTTT... 1
16 6 9s ATTTT... ∞ 32 15 14s TTTTT... 1

3.2 Post-processing

In Section 3.1 we have shown how to convert the input G = (V, E) into a Wheeler pseudoforest
Gis = ([N ], Eis) encoding the infima and suprema strings of G. In Section 4 we will show
how to compute the reduced LCP∗

Gis
of Gis. Here, we discuss the last step of our pipeline,

converting LCP∗
Gis

into LCPG.
Let γ∗

1 ≺ γ∗
2 ≺ · · · ≺ γ∗

N be the sorted strings infj , for j ∈ [N ], relative to graph Gis,
and γ1 ⪯ γ2 ⪯ · · · ⪯ γ2n be the sorted strings infu, supu, for u ∈ V , relative to graph G.
By construction (Section 3.1), the former sequence of strings is obtained from the latter by
performing these two operations: (1) duplicates are removed, and (2) finite strings γi are
turned into omega-strings of the form γi ·#ω (see Table 1, right table). This means that
LCPG is almost the same as LCP∗

Gis
, except in maximal intervals LCPG[i + 1, j] such that

γi = γi+1 = · · · = γj . In those intervals, we have LCPG[i + 1, j] = |γi|; notice that this value
could be either finite (if γi ∈ Σ∗) or infinite (if γi ∈ Σω).
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1:8 Computing the LCP Array of a Labeled Graph

As an example, consider the interval LCPG[10, 13] = (3,∞,∞,∞) in Tabe 1 (left). This
interval corresponds to strings ATATA..., and corresponds to LCP∗

Gis
[4] = 3 (right). The

first value LCPG[10] is equal to LCP∗
Gis

[4] = 3, while the others, LCPG[11, 13] = (∞,∞,∞)
are equal to the length (∞) of the omega-string ATATA.... A similar example not involving
an omega string is LCPG[7, 8] = (0, 1) (string A), corresponding to LCP∗

Gis
[2] = 0.

Given LCP∗
Gis

, Gis, and map (see Theorem 10) it is immediate to derive LCPG in O(m)
worst-case time and O(m) words of working space, as follows. First of all, we sort Vi ∪ Vs

(the two duplicates of V , see Theorem 10) according to the order given by the integers
map(x), for x ∈ Vi ∪ Vs. Let u1, u2, . . . , u2n be the corresponding sequence of sorted nodes,
i.e. such that map(u1) ≤ map(u2) ≤ · · · ≤ map(u2n). The second step is to identify
the above-mentioned maximal intervals LCPG[i + 1, j]: these are precisely the maximal
intervals such that map(ui) = map(ui+1) = · · · = map(uj). For each such interval, we set
LCPG[i] = LCP∗

Gis
[map(ui)] and LCPG[i + 1] = LCPG[i + 2] = . . . LCPG[j] = |γi|. In order

to compute the length |γi|, observe that γi = γ∗
map(ui) if γi ∈ Σω, and γi · #ω = γ∗

map(ui)

if γi ∈ Σ∗. Then, a simple DFS visit of Gis starting from nodes u with a self-loop u
#→ u

reveals whether we are in the former or latter case, and allows computing the length (DFS
depth) of γi in the latter.

4 Computing the LCP array of Gis

In view of Sections 3.1 and 3.2, the core task to solve in order to compute LCPG is the
computation of LCP∗

Gis
. To make notation lighter, in this section we denote the input graph

with symbol G = (V, E) and assume it is a deterministic Wheeler pseudoforest such that
infu ̸= infv for all u ̸= v ∈ V . In the rest of the section, n and m denote the number of
nodes and edges of G. The goal of our algorithms is to compute LCP∗

G.
To solve this problem, we first focused our attention on the algorithm of Beller et al. [6],

computing the LCP array from the Burrows-Wheeler Transform [8] of the input string in
(1 + o(1)) · n log σ + O(n) bits of working space (including the indexed BWT and excluding
the LCP array, which however can be streamed to output in order of increasing LCP values)
and O(n log σ) time. However, as we briefly show in Figure 2, we realized that the natural
generalization of this algorithm to pseudoforests runs in Ω(nσ) time in the worst case.
Motivated by this fact, in this section we re-design the algorithm by resorting to the dynamic
interval stabbing problem (e.g., see [24]), achieving running time O(n log σ) on deterministic
Wheeler pseudoforests. This will require designing a novel dynamic range-stabbing data
structure that could be of independent interest.

Let v1 < v2 < · · · < vn denote the Wheeler order of G. We define:

▶ Definition 11 (bridge). For 1 ≤ l < r ≤ n and c ∈ Σ, a triplet (l, r, c) is said to be a bridge
of G if and only if (i) both vl and vr have an outgoing edge labeled with c and (ii) for every
k such that l < k < r, vk does not have any outgoing edge labeled with c.

Consider two consecutive nodes (in the Wheeler order) vi−1 and vi with the same incoming
label c = λ(vi−1) = λ(vi) for some 1 < i ≤ n. On deterministic pseudoforests there is a
one-to-one correspondence between the set of such node pairs and the set of bridges:

▶ Lemma 12. The following bijection exists between the set of bridges and the set of pairs
(vi−1, vi) such that λ(vi−1) = λ(vi). Let λ(vi−1) = λ(vi) = c, and let vl and vr be the
nodes such that vl

c→ vi−1 and vr
c→ vi. Then, (l, r, c) is a bridge. Conversely, for every

bridge (l, r, c), letting vh and vi be the unique nodes such that vl
c→ vh and vr

c→ vi, we have
h = i− 1.
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u v1 v2 · · · vn−1 vn

z1

z2

· · ·

zn

a
b b b b b

c1

c2

cn

Figure 2 A Wheeler pseudoforest with V = {u < v1 < · · · < vn < z1 < · · · < zn} and Wheeler
order < where the number of forward search steps in the natural generalization of Beller et al.’s
algorithm is Θ(nσ). The range of nodes (BWT interval) reached by a path suffixed by bi, for
1 ≤ i ≤ n, is [vi, vn]. The algorithm right-extends (via forward search) each of these ranges by all the
n characters c1, . . . , cn; when extending with ci, we obtain the unary range [zi] of nodes reached by a
path suffixed by bici. This means that Beller et al.’s algorithm will perform in total Θ(nσ) = Θ(n2)
forward search steps. Intuitively, our solution to this problem will be to extend just one of those
ranges by c1, . . . , cn. We achieve this by resorting to a dynamic range stabbing data structure.

Proof. Given such nodes vi−1 and vi, vl and vr are unambiguously determined because every
node has exactly one incoming edge. To see that (l, r, λ(vi)) is a bridge, notice that for every
edge (u, u′, λ(vi)), if u′ < vi−1, then by Axiom 3 and determinism u < vl, and if vi < u′,
then similarly vr < u, so for every k such that l < k < r, vk does not have an outgoing edge
labeled λ(vi). For the reverse implication, notice that h ̸= i because every node has exactly
one incoming edge, and it cannot be i < h otherwise from Axiom 3 we would obtain vr < vl.
Hence h ≤ i− 1. If we had h < i− 1, then by Axiom 2 the unique edge entering vi−1 should
be labeled c, and from Axiom 3 and determinism its start node k should satisfy l < k < r,
so (l, r, c) would not be a bridge. ◀

The intuition behind our algorithm is as follows. Given a bridge (l, r, c), suppose that
lcp(γ∗

l , γ∗
r ) = d ≥ 0. Let vi−1 and vi be the nodes such that vl

c→ vi−1 and vr
c→ vi (see

Lemma 12). These nodes can be obtained from vl and vr by one forward search step. Then, we
have γ∗

i−1 = cγ∗
l and γ∗

i = cγ∗
r , thus lcp(γ∗

i−1, γ∗
i ) = lcp(γ∗

l , γ∗
r ) + 1 = d + 1. By Lemma 9, the

Wheeler order v1 < · · · < vn corresponds to the lexicographic order of the node’s incoming
strings γ∗

1 ≺ · · · ≺ γ∗
n, hence lcp(γ∗

l , γ∗
r ) = minj∈(l,r] lcp(γ∗

j−1, γ∗
j ) = minj∈(l,r] LCP∗

G[j].
Therefore, the minimum value d = minj∈(l,r] LCP∗

G[j] within the left-open interval (l, r]
corresponding to a bridge (l, r, c) yields LCP∗

G[i] = lcp(γ∗
i−1, γ∗

i ) = d + 1. This observation
stands at the core of our algorithm: if we compute LCP values in nondecreasing order, then
the position jmin = argminj∈(l,r]LCP∗

G[j] (1 < jmin ≤ n) of the first (smallest) generated
LCP value inside (l, r] “stabs” interval (l, r]. This yields LCP∗

G[i] = LCP∗
G[jmin] + 1. After

this interval stabbing query, bridge (l, r, c) is removed from the set of bridges since the
resulting LCP value LCP∗

G[i] has been correctly computed once for all.
Our procedure for computing LCP∗

G is formalized in Algorithm 1. The algorithm takes as
input a deterministic Wheeler pseudoforest G represented as an FM index (Lemma 13 below)
and outputs all pairs (i, LCP∗

G[i]), one by one in a streaming fashion, in nondecreasing order
of their second component (i.e. LCP value). This is useful in space-efficient applications
where one cannot afford storing the whole LCP array in n log n bits, see for example [26].

▶ Lemma 13. A deterministic Wheeler pseudoforest G can be represented succinctly in
(1+o(1))·n log σ+O(n) bits of space with a data structure (FM index of a Wheeler graph [19])
supporting the following queries in O(log σ) time:
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1:10 Computing the LCP Array of a Labeled Graph

1. G.forward_step(i, c): given 1 < i ≤ n and a character c ∈ Σ, let k ≥ i be the smallest
integer such that vk has an outgoing edge labeled with c. This query returns the integer i′

such that vk
c→ vi′ , or ⊥ if such k does not exist.

2. OUTL(vi)[j]: given a node vi and an index j ∈ [σ], return the j-th outgoing label of vi.
Return ⊥ if j > outvi

.
3. λ(vi): given i ∈ [n], return the incoming label of vi.

Proof. Following [19], we represent G as a triple (C, OUT, L) ∈ {0, . . . , n}σ × {0, 1}2n × [σ]n
defined as:

OUT = 0outv1 1 · 0outv2 1 · · · 0outvn 1 is the concatenation of the outdegrees of nodes
v1, . . . , vn, written in unary,
L = OUTL(v1) ·OUTL(v2) · · ·OUTL(vn) is the concatenation of all the labels of the node’s
outgoing edges in Wheeler order, and
C[c] = |{u ∈ V : λ(u) ≺ c}|, c ∈ Σ, denotes the number of nodes whose incoming edge
is labelled with a character c′ such that c′ ≺ c. Importantly, C is not actually stored
explicitly; as we show below, any C[c] can be retrieved from L in O(log σ) time.

The only difference with [19] (where arbitrary Wheeler graphs are considered) is that a
pseudoforest has n nodes and n edges, and all nodes have in-degree equal to 1. This simplifies
the structure, since we do not need to store in-degrees. L is encoded with a wavelet tree [21]
and OUT with a succinct bitvector data structure [27]. A root-to leaf traversal of the wavelet
tree of L is sufficient to retrieve any C[c] in O(log σ) time at no additional space cost (see
for example [28, Alg 3]). This representation uses n log σ + O(n) bits of space and supports
the following operations in O(log σ) time: (1) random access to any of the arrays C, OUT, L,
(2) L.rankc(j), returning the number of occurrences of c in L[1, j], and (3) OUT.select1(j),
returning the position of the j-th occurrence of bit 1 in bitvector OUT.

Using these queries, we can solve query (1) as follows: G.forward_step(i, c) = C[c] +
L.rankc(OUT.select1(i− 1)− (i− 1)) + 1. If L.rankc(OUT.select1(i− 1)− (i− 1)) + 1 exceeds
the number of characters equal to c in L (we discover this in O(log σ) time using the
wavelet tree on L), the query returns ⊥. Query (2) is answered as follows: OUTL(vi)[j] =
L[OUT.select1(i − 1) − (i − 1) + j]. If j exceeds the out-degree of vi (we discover this in
constant time using rank and select queries on OUT), the query returns ⊥. Query (3) λ(vi)
can be solved with a root-to-leaf visit of the wavelet tree of L, in O(log σ) time (range quantile
queries, see [20]). ◀

We proceed by commenting the pseudocode and proving its correctness and complexity.
In Line 3 of Algorithm 1, we compute the set I of bridges of the input graph using Lemma 14.
Each bridge (l, r, c) will “survive” in I until any LCP∗

G[i] with i ∈ (l, r] is computed. Set I
is represented as a dynamic range stabbing data structure (Lemma 14 below) on the set
of character-labeled intervals {(l, r]c : (l, r, c) is a bridge}, where notation (l, r]c indicates
a left-open interval labeled with character c. We require this data structure to support
interval stabbing and interval deletion queries. General solutions for this problem solving
both queries in amortized O(log n/ log log n) time exist [24]. While in the general case this
is optimal, in our particular case observe that, by Definition 11, no more than σ intervals
get stabbed by a given i ∈ [n]. We exploit this property to develop a more efficient (if
log σ = o(log n/ log log n)) dynamic range stabbing data structure (for the full proof, see the
full version of the paper):

▶ Lemma 14. Given a Wheeler pseudoforest G represented with the data structure of
Lemma 13, in O(n log σ) time and O(n log σ) bits of working space we can build a dynamic
interval stabbing data structure I of O(n log σ) bits representing the set of bridges of G
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Algorithm 1 Given a Wheeler pseudoforest G, compute LCP∗
G. In Line 8, I. stab_and_remove(i)

stabs and removes bridges from I.

1: LCP∗
G ← Array LCP∗

G[2, n], with values initialized to ∞
2: W ← ∅ ▷ W : queue of integer pairs of the form (i, LCP∗

G[i])
3: I ← {(l, r, c) ∈ [n]× [n]× Σ : (l, r, c) is a bridge of G} ▷ I: bridges of G

4: for all 1 < i ≤ n such that λ(vi−1) ≺ λ(vi): W.push(i, 0)
5: while W ̸= ∅ do
6: (i, d)←W.pop()
7: output (i, d) ▷ Stream pair (i, LCP∗

G[i]) to output
8: R← I. stab_and_remove(i) ▷ R ⊆ Σ: set of labels of bridges stabbed and removed
9: for c ∈ R do

10: i′ ← G.forward_step(i, c)
11: W.push(i′, d + 1)
12: end for
13: end while

(Definition 11) and answering the following query: I.stab_and_remove(i), where i ∈ [n].
Letting S = {(l, r, c) ∈ I : l < i ≤ r} be the set of stabbed bridges, this query performs the
following two operations:
1. it returns the set of characters R = {c : (l, r, c) ∈ S} labeling bridges stabbed by i, and
2. it removes those bridges: I ← I \ S.
Let ℓ =

∑
(l,r,c)∈S(r − l + 1) be the total length of the stabbed bridges. The query is solved in

O(log σ + |R|+ ℓ/σ) time.

Proof (Sketch, see the full paper version for all the details). We divide the nodes
v1, . . . , vn into non-overlapping blocks vkσ, . . . , v(k+1)σ of σ nodes each, for k = 0, . . . , n/σ−1
(assume σ divides n for simplicity). Let I be the set of labeled intervals (l, r]c corresponding
to all the bridges (l, r, c) of G; the bridges of G can be reconstructed in O(log σ) time each
using operation OUTL(vi)[j] of Lemma 13. Each interval (l, r]c ∈ I overlapping t > 1 blocks
(i.e. l + 1 ≤ kσ ≤ (k + t− 2)σ < r for some k ∈ {0, . . . , n/σ − 1}) is broken into t “pieces”
(l1 = l, r1]c, . . . , (lt, rt = r]c: a suffix of a block, followed by full blocks, followed by a prefix
of a block. Each piece (li, ri]c, overlapping the k-th block for some k, is inserted in interval
set Ik. The pieces (l1, r1]c, . . . , (lt, rt]c are connected using a doubly-linked list. Intervals of
I fully contained in a block are not split in any piece and just inserted in Ik, with k being
the block they overlap. Since no more than σ intervals can pairwise intersect at any point
i ∈ [n], for every k at most σ “pieces” of at most σ intervals are inserted in Ik: in total,
the number of intervals in all the sets Ik is therefore

∑n/σ−1
k=0 |Ik| ∈ O(|I|+ σ · n/σ) = O(n)

(because |I| ∈ O(n) by Lemma 12). We build an interval tree data structure T (Ik) ( [25, Ch
8.8], [10, Ch 17.3]) on each Ik. Interval stabbing queries are answered locally (on the tree
associated with the block containing the stabbing position i). Interval deletion queries
require to also follow the linked list associated with the deleted interval, to delete all ℓ/σ

“pieces” of the original interval (of length ℓ) of I. Each interval piece is deleted in constant
time since we do not need to re-balance the tree. Our claim follows by observing that
|Ik| ∈ O(σ2) for every k (because no more than σ intervals can pairwise intersect at any
point), so (i) each T (Ik) is built in O(|Ik| log |Ik|) = O(|Ik| log σ) time (overall, all trees are
built in O(n log σ) time), and (ii) each pointer (tree edges and linked list pointers) uses just
O(log σ) bits: observe that linked list pointers always connect intervals belonging to adjacent
trees T (Ik), T (Ik±1), so they point inside a memory region of size O(|Ik|) ⊆ O(σ2) and thus
require O(log |Ik|) ⊆ O(log σ) bits each. ◀
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After building data structure I, in Line 4 we identify all integers 1 < i ≤ n such that
LCP∗

G[i] = 0: these correspond to consecutive nodes vi−1, vi with different incoming labels:
λ(vi−1) ̸= λ(vi).

We keep the following invariant before and after the execution of each iteration of the
while loop at Line 5: for every 1 < i ≤ n, exactly one of the following three conditions
holds. (i) the pair (i, LCP∗

G[i]) has already been output at line 7, (ii) (i, d) ∈ W for some
d ≥ 0, in which case it holds that LCP∗

G[i] = d or (iii) (l, r, c) ∈ I, where (l, r, c) is the bridge
associated with vi according to Lemma 12.

The invariant clearly holds before entering the while loop, because for every 1 < i ≤ n

we either push (i, 0) in W at Line 4 whenever λ(vi−1) ̸= λ(vi) (thereby satisfying condition
(ii) since LCP∗

G[i] = lcp(γ∗
i−1, γ∗

i ) = 0), or insert (l, r, c) in I at Line 3, where (l, r, c) is the
bridge associated with vi (thereby satisfying condition (iii)). At this point, condition (i) does
not hold for any 1 < i ≤ n. Notice that by Definition 11, no bridge is associated with vi

such that λ(vi−1) ̸= λ(vi) (and vice versa), so the invariant’s conditions are indeed mutually
exclusive.

We show that the invariant holds after every operation in the body of the main loop.
Assume we pop (i, d) from W at Line 6. Then, this means that (before popping) condition
(ii) of our invariant holds, and in particular LCP∗

G[i] = d. At line 7 the algorithm correctly
outputs (i, d = LCP∗

G[i]), so condition (i) of the invariant now holds for position i (while
condition (ii) does not hold anymore, and condition (iii) did not hold even before: remember
that the three conditions are mutually exclusive). The invariant is not modified (so it still
holds) for the other positions i′ ̸= i.

In Line 8, we retrieve and remove every bridge (l, r, c) such that l < i ≤ r. Let vi′

be the node associated with bridge (l, r, c) (Lemma 12). The fact that we remove (l, r, c)
from I temporarily invalidates the invariant for i′ (none of (i-iii) hold), but in the for loop
at Line 9 we immediately re-establish the invariant by pushing in W pair (i′, d + 1) and
observing that indeed LCP∗

G[i′] = d + 1 (i.e. condition (ii) of the invariant holds for position
i′). To see that LCP∗

G[i′] = d + 1 holds true first observe that, since (i) we use a queue W

for pairs (i, LCP∗
G[i]), (ii) initially (Line 4), we only push in W pairs of the form (i, 0), and

(iii) whenever we pop a pair (i, d) we push pairs of the form (j, d + 1) for some i, j ∈ [n],
LCP values are popped in line 6 in nondecreasing order. In particular, for every d ≥ 0, no
pair of the form (i, d + 1) is popped from the queue until all pairs of the form (j, d) are
popped. From this observation and since i is the first integer stabbing bridge (l, r, c) in
Line 8 (since we remove bridges from I immediately after they are stabbed), it must be
lcp(γ∗

l , γ∗
r ) = minl<j≤r LCP∗

G[j] = LCP∗
G[i] = d. Then, since γ∗

i′−1 = cγ∗
l and γ∗

i′ = cγ∗
r hold,

we have that LCP∗
G[i′] = lcp(γ∗

i′−1, γ∗
i′) = d + 1.

We proved that our invariant always holds true; in particular, it holds when the algorithm
terminates. The fact that conditions (i-iii) are mutually exclusive, immediately implies
that no LCP value is output more than once, i.e. the first components of the output pairs
(i, LCP∗

G[i]) are all distinct.
At the end of the algorithm’s execution, W = ∅ holds. To prove that the algorithm

computes every LCP value, suppose for a contradiction, that there exists i ∈ [n] such that
(i, LCP∗

G[i]) is never output in Line 7. Without loss of generality, choose i yielding the smallest
such LCP∗

G[i]. Note that LCP∗
G[i] > 0, since all pairs (j, LCP∗

G[j] = 0) are inserted in W at
Line 4, thus they are output at Line 7. Then, condition (i) of our invariant does not hold for
i. Also condition (ii) cannot hold, otherwise it would be (i, LCP∗

G[i]) ∈W ̸= ∅. We conclude
that condition (iii) must hold for i: (l, r, c) ∈ I, where (l, r, c) is the bridge associated with vi

by Lemma 12. In turn, this implies that no pair (j, LCP∗
G[j]) for l < j ≤ r has been output
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in Line 7 (otherwise, such a j stabbing (l, r, c) would have caused the removal of (l, r, c) from
I). By Lemma 12, vl

c→ vi−1 and vr
c→ vi hold. Since we assume that infu ̸= infv for all

u ̸= v ∈ V , we can apply Lemma 7 and obtain that it must hold LCP∗
G[j] = LCP∗

G[i]− 1 for
some l < j ≤ r, which contradicts to minimality of LCP∗

G[i]. We conclude that the algorithm
computes every LCP value.

Next, we analyze the algorithm’s running time and working space. By Lemma 14,
I is built in O(n log σ) time using O(n log σ) bits of working space. The while loop at
Line 5 iterates at most O(n) times because (i) at most n elements are pushed into the
queue W at the beginning (Line 4), and (ii) an element (i, d) ∈ N2 can be pushed into
the queue at Line 11 only after a bridge is stabbed and removed; thus at most |I| ∈ O(n)
elements can be pushed into the queue. As a result, Line 8 (query I.stab_and_remove(i))
is executed O(n) times. Recall (Lemma 14) that such a query runs in O(log σ + |R|+ ℓ/σ)
time, where |R| is the number of characters labeling stabbed intervals (equivalently, the
number of stabbed intervals since no two intervals labeled with the same character can
intersect) and ℓ is the total cumulative length of the stabbed intervals. Since overall the
calls to I.stab_and_remove(i) will ultimately remove all bridges from I, we conclude that
the sum of all cardinalities |R| equals |I| ∈ O(n), and the sum of all cumulative lengths ℓ

equals the sum of all the bridges’ lengths:
∑

(l,r,c)∈I(r − l + 1) ∈ O(nσ) (because no two
intervals labeled with the same character can intersect). Appying Lemma 14 we conclude
that, overall, all calls to I.stab_and_remove(i) cost O(n log σ + n + nσ/σ) = O(n log σ)
time. Line 10 takes O(log σ) time by Lemma 13. We represent the queue W in O(n) bits
of space, using the same strategy of Beller et al. (see [6] for all details): W is represented
internally with two queues Wt and Wt+1, containing pairs of the form (i, t) and (i, t + 1),
respectively (in fact, only the first element i of the pair needs to be stored). Pairs are popped
from the former queue and pushed into the second. As long as |Wt+1| ≤ n/ log n, Wt+1 is
represented as a simple vector of integers. As soon as |Wt+1| > n/ log n, we switch to a
packed bitvector representation of n bits (n/ log n words) marking with a bit set all i such
that (i, t + 1) ∈Wt+1. When Wt becomes empty, we delete it, create a new queue Wt+2, and
start popping from Wt+1 and pushing into Wt+2. If Wt+1 is still represented as a vector of
integers, popping is trivial. Otherwise (packed bitvector), all integers in Wt+1 can be popped
in overall O(n/ log n + |Wt+1|) ⊆ O(|Wt+1|) time using bitwise operations.

We finally obtain:

▶ Lemma 15. Given a deterministic Wheeler pseudoforest G = (V, E) such that infu ̸= infv

for all u ̸= v ∈ V represented with the data structure of Lemma 13, the reduced LCP array
LCP∗

G of G can be computed in O(n log σ) time and O(n log σ) bits of working space on top
of the input. The algorithm does not allocate memory for the output array LCP∗

G: the entries
of this array are streamed to output in the form of pairs (i, LCP∗

G[i]) sorted by their second
component, from smallest to largest.

Putting everything together (pre-processing, Lemma 15, and post-processing), we obtain
the main result of our paper, Theorem 1.
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